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Steering modes
Four-wheel steering with the possibility  
of track-offset driving (crab steering)

Extremely manoeuvrable
The outer turning radius is only  
13.10 meters.

Large volume wheels
Front wheels 900/70 R32 Mitas SFT
Rear wheels 900/60 R38 Mitas SFT

High-performance engine
390 kW / 530 hp Mercedes-Benz (MTU)  
diesel engine, exhaust emission standard 
Stage V, with SCR exhaust technology  
(AdBlue).

Unloading bunker
The large bunker capacity of up to 15 tons 
reduces the amount of time-consuming  
unloadings. Unloading can be done during 
harvesting the process.

Platform for inspection table
Offers two people the possibility to  
supervise the crop flow.

VENTOR 4150
Special features  
at a glance:
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Premium comfort cab
Relaxed working thanks to specially noise 
insulated premium comfort cab with  
leather seat

ErgoDrive operating concept
- Intuitive, clearly structured user interface 
with easy-to-use symbols on the operators 
terminal CCI 1200.

-  Multi-functional joystick and keypad which 
is integrated into an ergonomic armrest, 
both with the possibility of individual  
programming all main functions to the first 
operator level - for direct access.

MemoryControl
For an easy saving and "re-use"  
of specific harvest parameters.

Comfort package
Side windscreen wipers, cooler box  
and heated seat

Auto pilot
Relieves the driver from manual steering  
during harvesting

Connection to myGRIMME
Machinery data and location parameters 
can be transferred to the web-based  
customer portal myGRIMME on request

Gentle crop transfer
Despite the "crab steering", the special  
design of the sieving system ensures a 
smooth and constant transition from the  
1st onto the 2nd main webs.

2nd main web with deviner web
For an efficient and crop protective  
separation of potatoes and haulm

Perfect speed adjustment
Crop protection can be significantly  
improved by Speedtronic-Web - the  
automatic adjustment of the web speed in 
relation to driving speed. (option)

Digging without ridge pressure
The TerraFloat intake allows harvesting  
without any pressure on the ridges.

Enables digging straight away  
without driving over potato ridges
Trouble-free field opening and a reduction in 
clods is achieved due to the wheels being 
behind the intake.

Spraying track digging
For digging spraying tracks, the share  
blades are lifted for 2 rows so that only  
2 rows are taken in. (option)

First separator with scraper rollers 
for efficient separation of haulm residues 
and small clods

Second separator (selectable)
 -  ClodSep-separator for best separation  

on cloddy soils
 -  EasySep-separator for light soils with 

small trash content

Speedtronic-Sep
Fully automatic speed control system for the 
separators and the bunker filling elevator 
(option)
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Looking at the front part of the machine, the VENTOR 4150 shows its advantages. As there are no wheels 
running in front of the digging unit, the machine is perfectly prepared for the unique feature of "inline  
harvesting". The design of the machine enables direct digging without driving over potato ridges, even when 
opening a new field. Thanks to TerraFloat the crop is perfectly distributed on the first main web allowing  
for optimal sieving. The optimum position of the cab provides the driver with the best view onto the intake  
at all times.

The intakeINNO
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Best view
Digging without any wheels in front of 

the intake enables the driver to have a 
perfect view of the entire intake unit at 
any time. Compactions or clodding of 

the ridges by wheels can be  
prevented completely.

Disc coulters
Blockage-free harvesting thanks to  

V-shaped disc coulters which reliably cut 
off the potato haulm. Depending on the 

operating conditions, the pressure on 
the disc coulters can be conveniently 

adjusted from the cab.

TerraFloat
During digging operations, the intake is 
guided by large drums running between 
the rows. The ridges are taken into the 
machine without any pressure before  
they are distributed over the full width of 
the main webs. Two diablo rollers,  
running along the ridge crowns, ensure 
a reliable, automatic depth control.

Share blades
For heavy soils there are 2-blade shares 
available. For medium and light soils 
3-blade shares can be mounted  
alternatively. In order to prevent  
unnecessary soil adhesion in heavy 
conditions, highly wear-resistant plastic 
share blades are available as an option. 
For an increased operational safety, the 
intake is equipped as standard with an 
overload safety device for the share  
blades and share frames. This protects 
against damage by foreign bodies.

INNO

INNO

INTAKE BUNKER MYGRIMME
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Spraying  
track digging

When digging the ridges in-between the 
spray tracks only two of the four rows 

are taken into the machine. For the  
remaining two ridges the digging shares 
are hydraulically lifted. For an improved 

drivers comfort the automatic share  
lowering for digging is activated at the 

headland and at the end of  
the spray tracks.

Haulm divider
A split main web channel for 2 x 2 rows 

may cause haulm-blockage in the  
middle when working in  

unfavourable harvesting conditions. 

The unique haulm divider with its  
integrated double blade reliably cuts off 
the incoming haulm and distributes it to 

the left and right side of the  
main web channels. 
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The VENTOR 4150 is the first 4-row self-propelled harvester based on the SE-principle (sieving,  
conveying and haulm separation). The crop is effectively cleaned and conveyed by a combination of  
1st main web, 2nd main web with deviner web, classic separators and a picking web in front of an  
inspection platform - with maximum throughput capacity. The revolutionary machine concept is distinguished 
by its harvesting performance and sets new standards in crop protection.

The cleaning
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1st main web
High sieving performance combined 

with the highest crop protection  
realised a long, flat running 1st main 

web. For an optimum adaptation to the 
harvesting conditions, the speed of the 

main webs can be infinitely adjusted 
from the cab. In case of blockages the 

main webs can be reversed.

Rocker agitator
To increase the sieving capacity on 

the 1st main web, the machine is 
equipped with a rocker agitator as 

standard. Wave movement causes a 
gentle breaking of the crop flow.  

The intensity of the agitator can be 
conveniently adjusted from the cab.

Constant gentle 
transfer

No matter whether the machine is driven 
with "crab steering" or just straight 

ahead. The special design of the sieving 
system ensures a smooth and constant 

transfer from the intake webs onto the 
second main webs.

INNO

2nd main web
The crop is transferred from the 1st 
main web onto the 2nd main web with 
deviner web. Crop, fine haulm and soil 
fall through the mesh of the deviner web 
onto the 2nd main web. The long haulm 
remains on the mesh of the deviner web 
and is discharged at the rear of the  
harvester. For optimum adaptation to 
the harvesting conditions, the speed of 
the 2nd main web can be infinitely  
adjusted.

Haulm  
separation
Sieving, separating, conveying: three 
functions in one procedure - by use of 
the deviner web. A minimum drop height 
ensures a gentle crop flow from the 1st 
to the 2nd main web. While the crop is 
transported in portions upwards in 
 pockets.
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Scraper combs
Potatoes which are still firmly attached 
to the haulm during harvesting process 

are gently stripped-off thanks to the 
spring-loaded scraper combs. The  
potatoes drop down onto the inner  
2nd main web, while the haulm is  

conveyed out of the machine via deviner 
web. The intensity of the scraper combs 

can be set conveniently via the  
operator terminal.

Scraper shafts
In the case, that potatoes are still firmly 
attached to the haulm during harvesting 
process and the separation with scraper 

combs is not sufficient enough, three 
additional scraper shafts below the  

deviner web may be used to provide 
further separation of haulm. To increase 
the scraping effect the two rear scraper 

shafts can be adjusted to the deviner 
web via the operator terminal,  

depending on the harvesting conditions.

INNO

Extremely  
heavy conditions
For an even more aggressive  
separation, the speed of the outer  
deviner web can be reduced in relation 
to the inner 2nd main web. Clods, for 
example, can be crushed in this way.

Highest 
throughput
The effective separation of residual 
haulm and small amounts of trash is 
split again. It is carried out by "classical" 
separators consisting of hedgehog webs 
and triple scraper rollers on both sides 
of the machine. The separator provides 
maximum throughput and maximum 
crop protection. In order to adapt the  
separator to different harvesting  
conditions, the driver can adjust the 
speed and the distance between  
hedgehog web and triple scraper rollers 
from the operator terminal.

16 17
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Maximum  
separating  

performance
The ClodSep separator is the right 

choice for harvesting clod-rich soils with 
a low stone content. The VENTOR 4150 

is equipped with two "ClodSep"  
seperators, each with two finger webs. 

For an optimum monitoring the machine 
is equipped with two trash conveyors.

Optimally  
adjusted

The speed of the two finger webs  
mounted on each of the ClodSeps can 

be set separately for an optimum  
adaptation to the harvesting conditions. 
In order to separate the crop as best as 

possible from any trash (clods, for  
example), the distance and inclination of 
the finger bands can also be adjusted in 

relation to the hedgehog web. 

Maximum  
output quantity
The EasySep separator is used on light 
soils with small trash proportion. The  
separator provides maximum throughput 
and maximum crop protection. The  
effective separation of residual haulm 
and small amounts of trash is separated 
again. It is carried out by "classical"  
separators consisting of hedgehog webs 
and triple scraper rollers on both sides 
of the machine.

Easily adjustable
In order to adapt the separator to  
different harvesting conditions, the driver 
can adjust the speed and the distance 
between hedgehog web and triple  
scraper rollers from the operator  
terminal.
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Optimum  
working speed
Crop protection can be significantly  

improved by an automatic adjustment of 
the web speed in relation to driving 

speed. The automatic feature,  
Speedtronic-Web, relieves the driver so 
that he has more time to concentrate on 

other machine functions.

INNO

Relief for the 
driver and  

highest crop 
protection

Speedtronic is the completely automatic 
speed control system for separators and 
the bunker filling elevator. This leads to 

an improved crop protection and  
increased output. In addition the driver is 

released from complex control tasks

INNO
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The Bunker 
The VENTOR 4150 is equipped with a 22.5 m³ unloading bunker. Featuring a bunker capacity of up to  
15 tons, the harvester is also ideally equipped for long fields.  The unloading concept carries even the  
largest amounts of crops in a very fast and gentle way into transport trailers or trucks. The unloading web, 
with its transfer height of up to 4.50 m, permits you to use larger bulkers/trailers in non stop digging  
operations. 



Full power
The large-dimensioned unloading bunker 

has a capacity of up to 15 tons. The  
large bunker volume of 22.5 m³ reduces 

the time-consuming bunker unloadings 
and prevents unnecessary passes, e.g. 

when harvesting on long fields.

Unloading  
elevator

The almost 2 m wide unloading  
conveyor can be folded twice in order to 
lower the top end of the bunker as deep 

as possible into any transport trailer or 
truck, thus reducing the drop height of 
the crop to a minimum. The complete 

volume of the bunker is emptied within 
90 seconds. During the process of  
opening a field, the long unloading  

elevator can be used for convenient  
loading of a transport trailer, which  

follows the spray track next to  
the harvester.

Automatic  
filling
The automatic bunker filling system  
adjusts the height of the bunker filling 
elevator during harvesting in order to 
ensure a gentle tranfer of the crop into 
the bunker. The unloading elevator and 
the bunker floor are automatically  
moved until the entire bunker is filled. 
The current filling level of the bunker is 
displayed conveniently on the operator 
terminal.

Signal when 
bunker is full
The feature of a flashing beacon light 
can be used as a simple signal for the 
driver of the transport trailer. Once a  
defined filling level of the bunker has  
been reached, the rotating beacon light 
is automatically switched on.
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Despite the vehicle size, the chassis concept of the VENTOR 4150 unites a high degree of manoeuvrability 
and effective ground compaction protection. The large 900 mm wide wheels combined in conjunction with 
an intelligent traction control system ensure a maximum operational safety, enabling a reliable harvest even 
in adverse and wet soil conditions.
The VENTOR 4150 is driven by large, powerful diesel engines of Mercedes-Benz. These engines are  
characterised by particularly quiet running, unique efficiency and low fuel consumption.

Chassis and  
drive concept



Highest  
manoeuvrability
At the headlands, manoeuvring is easily 
achieved thanks to four-wheel steering. 
For the smallest possible turning circle, 

the rear axle is deflected synchronously 
but in the opposite direction  

to the front axle.

Optimum  
compaction  

protection
A wheel system with "crab steering" 

enables a low-impact travel on the field: 
The machine covers the entire surface 

in an even way. This steering mode  
minimizes the frequency of rollover of 

the soil. As standard, the VENTOR 4150 
is equipped with large radial tyres, 

900/70 R32 at the front and  
900/60 R38 at the rear.

Easy digging up 
to the edge of 
the field
Even with an operating width of 5.60 m, 
harvesting at the edge of the field is no 
problem. Thanks to the offset driving on 
the field, the rear part of the machine 
moves sideways such that separators 
are operating within the machine  
contour.

Opening fields
When opening fields the VENTOR 4150 
can also be used without offset  
positioning, so that the adjacent ridges 
remain untouched. The long unloading 
elevator can be used for convenient  
loading of a transport trailer, which  
follows the spray track next to the  
harvester. 
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Maximum  
traction

The hydrostatic single-wheel drive  
ensures that the traction for each  

individual wheel is controlled according 
to soil conditions. Perfect traction at all 

times, because even under unfavourable 
conditions, a wheel spin or locking is 

prevented in a reliable way.

Compact road 
transport

For safe road transport of the  
VENTOR 4150 the transport width is  

reduced to 3.50 meter. The machine is 
approved for 20 and 25 km/h.

Safe road travel
The use of the support wheel wagon  
relieves the load on the front axle and 
prevents the machine from swinging up 
on the road. Coupling and uncoupling of 
the support wheel wagon can be done 
in a fast and convenient way.

Compliance 
with the  
persmissable 
axle load
The additional axle is located behind the 
front axle. It is automatically lowered  
during road travel and raised in field 
operation. A cover above the additional 
axle prevents it from building-up of  
sticking soil and trash during digging.
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Efficient and 
fuel-saving

Mercedes Benz (MTU) diesel engine 
with 390 kW / 530 hp with 12.8 litres  

capacity for maximum performance in 
the field and on the road. The engine 

with state-of-the-art technology is  
characterised by particularly quiet  
running, unique efficiency and low  

fuel consumption.

Always  
perfect torque

The intelligent engine control  
automatically adjusts engine speed to 

the operating conditions. This results in 
optimum torque tuning, low fuel  

consumption and high efficiency.  
Depending on the load, the engine is  

always guided along the lower  
speed limit.
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The new cab offers every conceivable comfort and is designed to reduce fatigue and maintain full  
productivity over a long harvesting day. Automatic air conditioning, hands-free telephone and a quality  
CD-/MP3-Radio are additional features for your convenience. The driver assistance systems with autopilot 
and SpeedTronic, reduce the operator's work load during digging. 

Control and Comfort - 
the secret of a relaxed 
working day

3534



Premium  
comfort driver's 

cab
The cab is equipped as standard with 
LED work lights, heated mirrors which 

are electrically adjustable and  
pneumatically foldable, two cooling  
compartments; CD/MP3 radio with 

Bluetooth hands free system, air  
conditioning and windshield wipers for 

the side windows of the cab.  
The coming-home function allows for the 

driver to leave the machine safely with 
the work lights still illuminated. 

Comfort seat
The cab offers the driver much more. To 

ensure that the driver remains  
concentrated and relaxed at all times, 

even on long working days, a premium 
driver's seat is used in the cab. The  

leather seat with extra high back, the 
active ventilation, seat heating and air 

suspension with adjustable shock  
absorption offer the driver a  

relaxed workplace.

Intuitive  
Operating  
Concept
The unique ErgoDrive operating concept 
provides the basis for a convenient 
workplace. For satisfied work: A  
multi-functional joystick and keypad 
which is located in the ergonomic  
armrest, both with the possibility of  
individual programming of all main  
functions are integrated to fulfil all the 
requirments of the driver. The concept is 
complemented by the ISOBUS 
 operating terminal CCI 1200 with 
 intuitive user interface.

Operator  
terminal
As standard the machine is equipped 
with a large 12.1 inch ISOBUS operating 
terminal CCI 1200 for multitouch  
operation. Two large windows and four 
so called MiniViews can be displayed  
simultaneously and maximized by  
tapping. The operator terminal can be 
used with ISOBUS-capable machines 
from all manufacturers, e.g. with potato 
planters, seed drill, forage wagons, etc.
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Keeping  
everything  
in sight
The new GRIMME SmartView is the first 
video system for agricultural machinery, 
which offers the user the choice to  
decide what he really wants to see.  
The system has significant features  
including a zoom and slow motion  
function, live image transfer on mobile 
devices via WiFi, the choice of various 
window arrangements as well as the  
largest display on the market.  
SmartView contains the existing unique 
feature, Visual Protect. Visual Protect 
ensures that when problems occur or 
settings are changed in an area, the 
corresponding video image is  
automatically displayed. The standard 
monitoring system ProCam provides a 
real display of the whole machine  
surrounding without any blind spots.

MemoryControl
MemoryControl allows the central  

adjustment of the drives and  
separators. It is possible to save  

settings as speed, adjusting angle and 
limit values for different harvesting 

conditions and recall these quickly if 
required. Up to 8 programs can be  

saved and allow you to set your  
harvesting performance from gentle  

to output-oriented.

INNO
INNO

Scan this QR-code  
to find out more.

Discover all technical 
details of SmartView  
on our website!

Auto pilot
The system automatically guides the 

machine along the crop. Thus the  
driver is relieved from manual steering 

tasks and can fully concentrate  
on the machine settings.
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Bunker chain 
greasing system
For a long service life of the bunker 
chain, oil is automatically applied to the 
chain during unloading process.

Automatic  
Lubrication
The automatic central lubrication system 
with 6 litres of grease provides high 
comfort for the operator. Manual  
lubrication of the machine is no  
longer required.

Turning night 
into day

The standard LED working lights 
around the machine provide a superb 
overview when harvesting in the dark.

Careful digging
Two compressed air connections,  

one next to the cabin and one in the  
engine compartment, allow easy and 
convenient cleaning. Compressed air 

hose and pistol are also included  
with the machine toolbox.
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All GRIMME beet harvesters from 2017 onwards are able to communicate with the new customer based 
portal myGRIMME, using an encrypted data protocol. Thus, machine-specific equipment, machine status 
and other information can be retrieved at any time in the portal. Further information at www.grimme.com. 
Register for free and get started with all the advantages of myGRIMME.

myGRIMMEINNO
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agrirouter
The web-based data exchange platform 
called "agrirouter" enables the exchange 
of data between machines and  
agricultural software from different  
manufacturers and suppliers. The user of 
"agrirouter" specifies which machine and 
GPS data will be transmitted to different 
agricultural software such as a Farm  
Management Information System (FMIS).

My Machines
All machines are displayed clearly with 
their relative machine options. Machine 

specific documents such as operator 
manual and spare parts book can be  

accessed at any time

myGRIMME 
Shop
An identification of spare parts and the 
checking whether they are available  
regionally is possible via myGRIMME. 
The spare parts you have identified and 
located can be ordered conveniently  
on-line.

myJobs
This software module enables automatic 

evaluation and analysis of machinery 
process times. Due to an automatic  

recognition of tasks (working orders) the 
need for manual input is eliminated.  

This saves valuable working time and 
minimizes errors. Another feature is the 

continuous documentation across  
several daily/seasonal tasks (so called 

feed) with an integrated detailed  
analysis. In this way, important process 
parameters such as fuel consumption, 

status of effective / ineffective machinery 
working time and weather conditions are 

visualised in a manner that is  
easy to understand.
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Used machinery
On the Internet portal "GRIMME used 
machinery" (https://gebrauchte.grimme.
com) machinery can easily be sold or 
searched by dealers and by customers. 
An offer for refurbishing a machine can 
also be requested. On request,  
GRIMME will take over the complete 
marketing, worldwide, including any  
customs issues that may arise. This  
saves the seller a lot of time and effort.

Map view
Machine parameters, the current location 

and movement history of the machine 
can be viewed on google maps®  

at any time.

Geofencing
Locations are determined easily  

and geofencing acts as an anti theft  
deterrent (virtual fence). If the machine 

leaves a defined area, you are  
notified directly by E-mail.

For all self-propelled GRIMME  
harvesters, there are individual agreed 
service packages available which  
include the full service inclusive of  
wearing parts in the highest stage  
PROTECT.

PLUS PREMIUMPRO PROTECT

GRIMME Premium- 
Check and  
maintenance service

Service

Extended warranty 
on the power train  
of the machine

Extended warranty 
for the whole machine

Full-Service  
including wearing parts
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Technical data
Standard equipment

VENTOR 4150
Length 15000 mm
Width in transport position 3500 mm
Height in transport position 4000 mm
Empty weight with basic configuration 30000 kg
Number of rows 4
Row width 75 cm
1st main web width 2 x 1500 mm
2nd main web width 2 x 1350 mm
Deviner web width 2 x 1500 mm
1st separator width 2 x 1250 mm
2nd separator width 2 x 1300 mm
Picking table width 1100 mm
Picking staff 2
Bunker capacity 15000 kg
Bunker unloading height 2630 - 4640 mm
Front wheels 900/70 R32
Rear wheels 900/60 R38
Inner turning radius 6.1 m 
Motor power 390 kW / 530 HP
Fuel tank capacity 750 l
AdBlue tank capacity 40 l

4948

or download our GRIMME app  
from the Apple App Store onto your iPad.

More information on  
www.grimme.com

and on social media platforms 

 facebook.com/GRIMMELandmaschinenfabrik 
 twitter.com/GrimmeGroup 
 youtube.com/user/GrimmeLandmaschinen

 instagram.com/grimme_group
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The way to your VENTOR 4150
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No claims can be raised in respect of texts, illustrations, technical specifications, dimensions and weights, equipment as well as performance specifications.  
They are approximate and non-binding. Changes in the course of technical enhancement are possible at any time.

GRIMME Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG 
Hunteburger Straße 32 · 49401 Damme · Germany  
Phone +49 5491 666-0 · Fax +49 5491 666-2298  
grimme@grimme.de · www.grimme.com

Download our contact details to your smart phone quickly  
and easily by means of the QR code!
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